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ithout snowpants, it’s pretty hard to ski. When a person doesn’t fit into a conventional pair of snowpants, they may spend years stuffing their body into a constricting pair or walking around in uncomfortable highwaters. Some people simply don’t ski because they can’t find anything that fits. Sara
Deutsch, owner of Burgess Custom, works to solve that problem and make skiing and snowboarding accessible to
all by customizing every piece of outerwear she builds.
A big-city model once came in to have snowpants custom made—with a 26-inch waist and a
36-inch inseam, she had never found a pair that
fit. “She had never been skiing because she never
saw a snowpant that fit,” Deutsch explained. “We
fit people out there who have very specific sizing
needs or may be uncomfortable in off-the-rack
snowpants.”
Helping people enjoy their time in the mountains
by providing them with fitting, functional gear is
what Deutsch loves. She started sewing at the age
of 18 and started making snowpants when she
lived in Summit County, Colorado. “Before, the
colors were very boring,” Deutsch explained. “I
wanted to make something cool and unique, yet
functional.” She began experimenting with different colors and designs, including patchwork snowpants, when she moved to Jackson 10 years ago.
When she started Burgess Custom, she named it
for her family—“Burgess” is her grandmother’s
maiden name and her father’s middle name. “No
one could say ‘Deutsch’,” Sara laughed. “I think
Burgess is a strong name and ‘custom’ is the
nature of what we’re trying to do here.”
While she started with custom-tailored snowpants, Sara has broadened her scope and now
makes covers for everything from covers for
Pilates machines, barbecue grills, boats and
snowmobiles, as well as fishing reel cases, sling
bags, tepees and just about anything a customer
can dream up. This summer, a client contracted
her team to make 200 reusable dog waste pick-up

“I wanted to make
something cool and unique,
yet functional.”
– Sara Deutsch

bags, complete with a place to hold plastic liners
and an outside pocket for a leash. She also works
extensively with Cordura, a waterproof, breathable, abrasion-resistant material she uses to build
technical aprons for bike and ski shops—Burgess
Custom is an official Cordura brand.
She focuses on customizing gear and designing
items individually to meet the specifications of
each client, including color, design, fabric, features, cut and sizing. “Each item is built for a
specific person and what they are doing outside,”
Deutsch explained. “They’ll say they want more
reinforcement in a specific location or they want
the lightest pant with reinforcement for touring
up in the mountains. People here are so hardcore, smart and creative. They’ll have a great
idea, knowing they want a pocket placed in an
exact location or a part of the pant reinforced.”
She has clients all over the world, including athletes in Argentina, New Zealand and Europe.
In 2012, she opened her storefront on Main
Street in Victor, where people can bring their
gear for repair, from rips and holes to broken zippers. The shop also serves as a co-op of sorts, fea-

turing beautiful glass rings, fun cozies with neck
straps and other items created by local artists.
She enjoys being able to provide a venue for artists to sell their work. “This is a super supportive
community of local entrepreneurs and artists,”
Deutsch said. “I like to think of myself as both.”
She also employs three seamstresses.
Next on the agenda for Deutsch is working
with leather and hides. One of her shop’s
sewing machines can work with leather up to
three-quarters of an inch thick. A local butcher
mentioned to her one day that many hunters were discarding their hides—she wants
to re-purpose those hides to create barstools,
purses and other stylish pieces.
Deutsch believes it is important for people to
learn sewing skills and she plans to offer sewing
classes and workshops for kids and adults at the
Burgess Custom storefront, with an adult workshop centering on creating personalized outdoor
products. She believes it is important for future
generations to learn these arts. “It’s important to
teach the values of home economics,” Deutsch
said. “How are we ever going to produce goods
in our country if we don’t train seamstresses and
designers to do it?” She noted that 97 percent
of apparel and 98 percent of footwear purchased
in the U.S. is produced overseas. “We can create
and build products right here,” Deutsch said.
“We used to make everything in this country. We
strive to design, source and produce wonderful
handcrafted items in America.” n
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